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FINITENESS OF INTEGRAL DIFFERENTIAL FORMS

1. Y. CHUNG

1. Preliminaries

Let A be a commutative ring with unit, and M an A-module. Supp
ose that T(M) is a tensor algebra of M and T(M) * the 'dual module
of T(M). Let

Kn(M)={f:fET(M)*, fITk(M)=O for all k=l=n},

and
00

K(M) = L: Kn(M).
n=O

Then K(M) is a submodule of T(M)* and the sum is direct. K(M)
can be made into an algebra by defining multiplication as follows: Let
Nand P be A-modules, and N* and P* dual modules. For fEN*,
gEP*, definef*gE (N0P) * by (f*g) (a0c) -f(a)g(b) , aEN, bEP.
To define a multiplication in K (M), let

rn,m: T n(M)0Tm(M) ~ Tn+m(M)

be the canonical isomorphism, i. e., :x0y~.-z:y, x ETn(M), yETm
(M). Let YJn,m=rn,m-l, and YJn,m* be the dual homomorphism. For f,
f{ E K (M), we define a product by

fg= ,L;YJn,m*((fo jn) *(go jm)) °pn+m,
n,m

where jn : Tn(M)~ T(M), jm: Tm(M)~ T(M) are natural in
jections and Pn+m : T(M)~ Tn+m(M) is the (n+m) th projection.
K (M) is called the algebra of multilinear forms on M.

Let R be an integral domain, K a field containing R. <))KIR will
denote the K-module of all R-derivations D : K~ K. The algebra of
multilinear forms on <))KIR is ~called ~the algebra of differential forms
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(on K), and will be denoted by D (KIR), and the submodule of ho
mogeneous elements of degree k by Dk(KIR). The elements of D(K/R)
are called differential forms (on K). Let d : K~ D1 (KI R) be an R
derivation defined by d(a) (D)=D(a) for DEQ)KIR(=T1«(]hIR» and
d(a) ITk(Q)K/~ =0 for n::f:I. A differential form xED(KIR) will be
said to be integral if xE~S(dS)k for all valuation rings S in K cont-,
aining R. Here S(dS)k= {~SOSdl..•dsklsjES}. Integral differential forms
in Dk(KIR) are called homogeneous differential forms of degree k.

2. Finiteness

In this section, R will denote a Noetherian integrally closed domain;
P=R[x!> ... , x n] a polynomial ring over R in Xh ••• , X n ; Ko a field of
quotients of P; and K a finite separable algebraic extension of Ko. It
is well known that D1(KIR), in this case, is a vector space over K
with {dx!> ..• , dxn} as basis, where d : K~ D 1 (KI R) is an R-deri
vation as is defined in Section 1; and D (KIR) is isomorphic to a tensor
algebra of D1 (KIR). Hence a homogeneous differential form of degree
k is uniquely expressed in the form

The main result in this section is that the R-module of homogeneous
differential forms of degree k is finitely generated.

Since K is a finite separable algebraic extension of Ko, let K=Ko(a)
and f(X) =Xm+alxm-1+···+am, ajEKo, be the minimal polynomial
of a. Suppose that So is a discrete rank one valuation ring in Ko cont
aining P, and let fJ be the set of all valuation rings in K which are
extensions of So. So will denote the integral closure of So in K.

LEMMA 1. If aESo,

Cl' (a) )3Hl( nS(dS)k) ~ ~So[a]dx;l..•dx;.6'
SE{J i

where l~ih ... , ik~n.

Proof. aESo implies that f(X) ESo[X]. Since f(a) =0, and aiESo
which is a localization of P,

m-I

O=d (f(a» = f' (a)da+ ~ am-id (a;).
i=l
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where am-id (ai) EiSo dXi'
i::::l

It follows that
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(1)

It is well known that (c. f. [3J)

(2) i' (a)So~So[aJ
Hence, for any bESo, ..

d (j' (a) b) Ed (So [aJ) ~:E SO[aJdxi+SO[a]da.
;=1

On the other hand,

d (I' (a) b) = i' (a)db+bd(j' (a)),
m

where hd(/'(a)) E ~ Sodxi+Soda.
;::::1

m

Hence, 1'(a)dbE ~ Sodx;+Soda.
;=1

By using (2), it follows that
..

(/'(a))2dSo~ :E So[aJdx;+So[aJda.
;=1

Also,

(j'(a))2k(dSo)k~ 4 SO[a]dxil· ..dxij(da)k-j,
•

and by using (1),

f'(a)3k(dSo)k~ 4 So[a]dxit··.dxik·.
It is will known that S is a localization of So, and therefore,

SdS~SdSo

Hence,

(j'(a))3k( n S(dS)k) = (/'(a))3k( n S(dSo)k)
SE~ SE~

C ~ (n S)dXip ..dxik
; SE~

= :E SOdXi1···dxik·
i

By multiplying I' (a) and using (2) again,
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LEMMA 2. Let Ik be the R-module of integral differential forms degree
k, and P the integral closure of P in K. If aEP,

(j'(a))3k+IIkr;;;. 1,:; P[a]dxil ...dxik'
i

Proof. Let £0 be the set of all discrete rank one valuation rings con
taining P, and £ the set of all extension valuation rings of members of
£0 in K. Since P is Noetherian integrally closed domain, P= n So,

Soell

and it follows that

(f'(a))3k+IIkr;;;. (f'(a))3k+1( n S(dS)k)
SE!!

r;;;. 1,:; n So[a]dXil" .dXik (by lemma 1)
i SOE!!O

= 1,:; P[a]dxil···dxik·
i

LEMMA 3. Under the same assumption as lemma 7, in fact, there exists

a natural number r such that

(f'(a))3k+Ihr;;;. 1,:; Mdxil···dxik'
i

where M= 1,:; RXlsl, ..XnsnZSn+1.
si';;r

Proof. Consider the subring Pl=R[Xl-l, X2, ... , xn] of Ko. Let SI be
the localization of PI at the prime ideal (Xl-I) of PI. Put Yl=Xi-1 and
Yi=Xi for i=2, ... , n. Then Ko is the field of quotients of PI=R[Yl'
···YnJ.

Let al=xl-ka for some positive integer h, and as before, let

f(X) =Xm+a1Xm-1+···+am, aiEKo,

be the minimal polynomial of a over Ko. Then

o f(a) =Xlkmg (al) ,

where g(X) =Xm+alxl-kXm-l+···+aiXl-hiXm-i+···+amxl-km.
Actually, g is the minimal polynomial of al over Ko, and K=Ko(al)'
Moreover, we can put h sufficiently large so that all coefficients aixl-hi,
i=l, ... , m, of g are contained in SI' Then al ESI. Let fJ.I be the set
of all extensions of members of SI in K. By using lemma 1,

(1) (g'(al))3k+1( n S(dS)k)r;;;. 1,:;Sl[al]dYil ...dYik
SE{Jl i
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~ ~ SI[aI] ( - XI-2) q;dXil' .•dXil<'
i

(where qi is the number of YI among Yil"'Yil<)

~ ~ SI[a]dxil···dxil<'
i

since SI[aI] (XI-2)qi~SI[a].
We have.

(I' (a) )3k+llk~ (f'(a))3k+I( n S(dS)k)
SEill

=.'rlhCm-l) (3k+l) (g' (aI)) 3k+I ( n S (dS) k)
SEfh

hCm-l)(3k+1) " S [ ]d· d· b (1)Xl . 1-,1 1 a X w " x'I<' Y •
•

Let rI=h(m-1)(3k+1). Then

(2) (f'(a))3k+llk~ .4 x{lSI[a]dxil···dxil<'
•

On the other hand, by lemma 2,

(3) U' (a)) 3k+lIk~ .4 R[Xh .•• , Xn> a]dxil •••dxil<'
•
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Combining (2) and (3), we obtain

(4) (f'(a))3k+llk~ ~ ~ R[X2' ... , Xn> a]xsldxil•••dxil<'
, Sl~"l

Similarly, it can be shown that for each j=2, ... , n, there exists rj such
that

(5) Ci' (a) )3k+1Ik~ ~ ~ R[Xh ... , Xi' .... xnz]X/jdXil' .. ···dxil<,
• Sj';rj

where Xj denotes the omission of Xj'
Also, since a is algebraic over Ko and a EF,

R[Xh .•. , Xn> a] = ~ R[Xh ... , xn]aS"+l
s,,+l,;(,deg!,

Hence,

(6) (i' (a) )3k+llk~~ R[Xh .•. , xn]aS"+1dXil ..... ·dxil<.
. sn+l,;(,deg!

Let r=max{rt> ... ,rn> degf}· Then it follows from (4), (5), and (6)
that

THEOREM 1. Let R be an integrally closed Noetherian domain, and K
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a finitely and separably generated extension field over the field 0/ quo
tients of R. Then the module of homogeneous integral differential forms
on K of degree n is a finitely generated R-module.

Proof. Since K is finitely and separably generated over the field of
quotients of R, there exist Xb ••• , Xm aEK such that P=R[Xb ..., xnJ,
K=Ko(a) where Ko is the field of quotients of P, and a is separable
algebraic over Ko. Without loss of generality, we can assume that the
minimal polynomial f(X) EP[X]. In this case, aEl>,· the integral
closure of P in K. We have all assumptions for lemma 2, and hence by
lemma 3,

hr;;;, :E M(j'(a»-<3k+l)dxil ...dxik'
i

Where M= :E RX{l·"XnSnasn+1.
si~r

It follows that Ik is a submodule of a finitely generated R-module.
Since R is Noetherian, Ik itself is a finitely generated R-module.

COROLLARY 1. Let R be an integrally closed Notherian domain, and
K a finitely and separably generated extension field over the field of
quotients of R. Then the integral closure of R in K is a finitely gene
rated R-module.

Proof. Integral differential forms of degree zero are elements of K
which are integrally dependent on R. Hence, this is a special case of
THEOREM 1.
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